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 TECHNICAL VIEW

 Currency pair =>> USDINR spot

 Trend = Short term trend has turned higher. It stays that way as long as USDINR stays above 71.50.

 Trade =  Buy between 71.60/65 TP 72.00/72.20 SL 71.47

 MACRO VIEW

- I have discussed a lot about themes like Sino-US trade and Indian economic slowdown/ shadow banking
crunch. Today I will highlight another interesting theme, Dollar liquidity.Last September, US repo rate spiked
to 10%, nearly 5 times Fed Fund rate. It rattled global financial markets as well as the US central bank.
Overnight “repo” market, where banks lend cash to other institutions in exchange for collateral like US
government debt. The trouble in repo market or shortage of dollar liquidity was building for months. Let me
take you through it.

- When Fed buys bonds, it credits the US banks with "bank reserves". Bank reserves are the liability of the Fed
and asset of the banking system. Fed has two major kinds of liabilities, currency in circulation and bank
reserves. Banks use the reserves to settle dues with each other. In the repo market, banks lends and borrows
reserves.

- Why did the repo rate spike? As Fed switched from quantitative easing to quantitative tightening, it went from
infusing reserves in the banking system to withdrawing reserves. Later, US government reduced corporate
taxes and incentivised US corporations to repatriate savings from offshore. On one hand, it increased the US
budget deficit and led to more supply of government debt and on the other hand, it reduced the demand from
US MNCs, who previously used to buy the USTs to invest their savings offshore.

- Trade war and subsequent slowdown in global trade and growth inverted the US yield curve. With short rates
higher than longer rates, it discouraged demand for longer dated UST from private investors. This meant,
banks/dealers had to mop up even more of the supply, adding to pressure on falling bank reserves.Post GFC,
various rules on banking liquidity had constrained the ability of banks to lend reserves freely. As a result,
larger banks, with large holding of reserves, were unwilling to lend extensively in the repo market, inspite of
rising repo rate. In July of this year, US Congress raised the debt ceiling, allowing US treasury to issue more
debt. Treasury responded by raising the dwindling cash buffers by issuing substantial amount of debt. This
tipped the repo market over the edge. Yields spiked and by mid-September it reached 10%.

- How did the Fed respond? Fed immediately responded by asking NyFed to not only undertake large amounts
of overnight and longer dates repos but also go for permanent open market operation (PoMo). PoMo added
permanent liquidity as it did not have a maturity like repo trades. Hence, PoMo increased bank reserves
permanently. It was like QE. Since mid-September, Fed has been infusing 90 billion per month of dollar
liquidity via bank reserves through PoMo.

- Can there be a mini-taper tantrum in the neew year? A reflexive relationship exits between the pace of
expansion in Fed’s balance sheet and the pace of appreciation in the US equity markets. With global risk
assets dependent on moves in US risk assets, Fed’s action reverberates around the world. There have been
hints from Fed members, that pace of balance sheet expansion may slow in Q1 2020, as they do not want
market to see the PoMo as a QE. If that is the case, then it can take a major tailwind from global risk assets
and with it for EM currencies. We need to be watchful.
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